
Security seal “Garant”

Security Seal "Garant" is developed and produced by experts of the international Trade Mark GST. "Garant" is released since
2014. It  corresponds to  TU  U 25.2-32700884-001:2006, radically changes  the  level  of security  and does  not  allow
tampering the instrumentation and provides secure access control to other objects where the application of a sealing wire
is possible.
Application:  electric,  gas and water  meters,  bank  storage,  cash bags,  warehouses, containers,  vehicles,  gas stations,
offices, casino machines, cabinets, and many other objects.

Benefits of the security seal “Garant”

• Supplied in a preset condition, preventing an access to the seal insert.
• Advanced  system of  installation the wire  in  the seal -  additional
bulkheads in the insert, eliminating  the offset of the wire when installing the
seal.
• Maximum transparency makes it possible to determine the integrity of
the seal without the use of special tools.
• Increased area for marking allows applying logo of the larger size and

makes it easy to identify the implementation of the seal.
• Convenient and compact packaging reduces the storage space.
• The best ratio price/reliability saves your funds.



• The material of the seal doesn’t change its properties in the temperature range from -80C to +120C.

12 protection grades of the security seal “Garant”

1. Preset condition of the seal does not allow to impact on it before installation.
2. The original textual or graphic logo of the customer determines the implementation of the seals.
3. The unique 8-digit number on the body and insert uniquely identifies the seal.
4. The method of the marking the number and logo on the matrial of the seal makes their replacement impossible. Text is
obtained immersed in the seal body. 
5. The number marking on the insert is inside of the seal body after installation which makes any manupulations
impossible.
6. Transparent seal body provides the opportunity of the visual control of the integrity of the locking mechanism.
7. Special material of the seal that combines elasticity and brittleness, does not allow opening the seal after installing it
without destroying the seal body.
8. A special mark on the front part of the seal allows to identify the attempt of the thermal impact.



9. The presence of the two slots in the locking node gives reliable information about the integrity of the sealing wire.
10. The special guide inside the seal on the back side allows securely lock the insert in the seal body.
11. Special cover makes the access to the closing site impossible.
12. Has the glowing effect in the UV light.

Technical characteristics of the security seal “Garant”

Type of security seal: «Click»

Locking mechanism : «Swallow tail»

Material : Polycarbonate (РС)

Height in installed condition, мм : 23

Dimensions, мм : 21,4 х 28 х 6

Type of marking : Laser

Colors : Different

Numeration: 8-digit number. Number on the body is duplicated with the number on the inset. 
Sequentially numbered. Possible to apply the bar code.

Customer’s logo : Alphanumeric and graphic

Holes dimensions for sealing wire, мм : 1,2

Temperature range: От -80 С до +120 С

Resistance to agressive environment: Resistant to the action of salt solutions, oxidants, mineral acids (even higher 
concentrated)

Packaging, pcs : 200

Packaging size, мм 180х260х33

Packaging weight, kg : 0,6




